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NOTE 

From: German delegation 

To: Working Party on Frontiers/Mixed Committee (EU-Iceland/Norway and 
Switzerland/Liechtenstein) 

No. prev. doc.: 8294/23 

Subject: Prolongation of border controls at the German internal borders in 
accordance with Articles 25 to 27 of Regulation (EU) 2016/399 on a Union 
Code on the rules governing the movement of persons across borders 
(Schengen Borders Code) 

  

Delegations will find attached a copy of the letter received by the General Secretariat of the Council 

on 14 October 2023 regarding the prolongation of border controls by Germany with Austria for six 

months as of 12 November 2023. 
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Home affairs ministers of the EU and Schengen States  

 

Via email only 

 

 

Berlin, 13th October 2023 

 

Dear Colleagues, 

 

First of all, I would like to express how pleased I am about the recent progress we 

achieved in the negotiations on a Common European Asylum System. Considering the 

tremendous challenges we face in the field of migration, this is an important milestone. 

That being said, as long as the CEAS has not yet been adopted and implemented, the 

Schengen area, with its open internal borders, remains vulnerable. 
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At present, we continue to face huge challenges in combatting irregular migration, which 

affect numerous European countries. This is also the case when it comes to tackling the 

increase in migrant smuggling which shows little regard for human life and does not stop at 

national borders. The temporary internal border controls recently reintroduced by other 

Member States along the smuggling routes from and through some countries in the Balkan 

region are also evidence of this. The German-Austrian land border is also greatly affected 

by perilous migrant smuggling, with many people being smuggled in closed cargo vehicles. 

The smugglers are becoming more reckless and aggressive towards the people they are 

smuggling and towards the police officers carrying out checks – for instance by breaking 

through road blocks. As a result, the number of people being smuggled across the 

German-Austrian land border so far this year has already exceeded the number of people 

who were smuggled across that border throughout the whole of 2022.  

 

The trend of irregular migration is also cause for serious concern. By the beginning of 

October of this year, the Federal Police had registered around 98,000 illegal entries 

throughout Germany (by comparison, in 2022, there were around 92,000 illegal entries in 

total). By the end of September of this year, around 17,900 illegal entries had been 

registered at the German-Austrian land border alone (around 22,800 illegal entries were 

registered in 2022 as a whole). The German-Austrian land border is therefore a particular 

hotspot for irregular migration due to the European migration routes from the south and 

southeast which converge there. 

 

In light of the situation, developments and living conditions in the countries of origin, 

especially in Afghanistan, Syria and Turkey, the focus is likely to remain on the German–

Austrian land border, also in regard to illegal migrant smuggling, which shows little regard 

for human life.  

  

The accommodation situation for refugees in the federal states and municipalities is 

already strained, and this alarming trend of irregular migration will only exacerbate the 

situation even further. For this reason, managing and controlling irregular migration 

remains indispensable. We must prevent the impending excessive burden on society, an 

issue to which the federal states and municipalities are increasingly drawing urgent 

attention, as well as the resulting threats to public safety and order. This situation is 

aggravated by threats arising from current global developments in security policy, including 

Russia’s ongoing war of aggression against Ukraine and the security situation in the 

Middle East, which has been exacerbated by terrorist groups. These threats also have an 

impact on Europe and Germany.  
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For this reason and due to the increase in human smuggling across the German-Austrian 

land border, I am obliged, after careful consideration, to order that border controls be 

carried out along the German-Austrian land border, beginning 12 November for a period of 

six months, on the basis of Articles 25 to 27 of Regulation (EU) 2016/399 (Schengen 

Borders Code). These controls, which are warranted by the mere fact of people crossing 

the border, can detect and prevent smuggling activities in a more targeted manner and at 

an earlier stage, and can help avert dangers to the lives and well-being of the people being 

smuggled. In taking this decision, I have taken into account its appropriateness, necessity 

and proportionality in comparison to alternative measures as well as the ruling of the Court 

of Justice of the European Union of 26 April 2022 with regard to the justification. Potential 

alternative measures do not allow for checks solely on the basis of people crossing the 

border, nor is the technical equipment involved focused on detecting and preventing 

irregular migration. Therefore, such measures are not equally suitable.  

 

You may rest assured that I am firmly committed to returning to internal Schengen borders 

free of border controls as soon as this is justifiable from a security and migration policy 

perspective. 

 

Furthermore, Germany’s Federal Police, together with their national and Austrian partner 

authorities, will strive to keep to a minimum the impacts on cross-border road traffic and 

the flow of goods, the economy and the lives and work of people in the border region. The 

border and traffic authorities are therefore continually working on checking and 

implementing practical improvements on a regular basis. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

(signed) 

Nancy Faeser 
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